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Creative Technology, Service Leading!

Shenzhen Veichi Electric Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise that is professionally engaged in the development, 

manufacturing and marketing of industrial automation control products, and committed to becoming a global leading 

provider of industrial automation control products and system solutions.

The company owns powerful R&D team, relatively perfect production system, independent intellectual property and 

manufacturing bases in Shenzhen and Suzhou. To improve our R&D strength, we keep on introducing advanced overseas 

technology and broadening our partnerships with first-class universities and research institutions.

The main products of Veichi Electric include a variety of Variable Frequency Drive (VFD), Servo Drive System, Photovoltaic 

Inverter, PLC, HMI, Automation Equipment, etc, which are widely used in industries such as oil & gas, chemical industry, 

ceramic, crane & hoist, metallurgy, electrical cable and wire, plastic, print and package, textile, metal work and cable, coal 

mining and municipal engineering. Suitable solutions and products are always ready to meet the demands and improve 

comprehensive competitiveness of users.

With the spirit of "Innovation is the lifeblood of Veichi", we're committed to becoming one of the leading providers of electric 

drives, industrial control and green energy products. Veichi has set up more than 40 branch offices in China and dozens of 

partners in Asia, Europe and Africa. Veichi has been named Chinese Electric Industry's Top Ten National Brands, Chinese 

Electric Industry Top Ten Satisfying Brands and Top Ten National Brands of Inverter Industry. Veichi products have become 

the first choice of many enterprises.
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AC70 Sensorless Vector Control Variable Frequency Drive 

Voltage Class:

220V ( single phase ): 0.75 to 15kW

220V ( three phase ) : 0.75 to 15kW

380V ( three phase ) : 0.75 to 700kW 

Advanced Control Arithmetic 

Torque response speed ≤20ms in OLV without PG vector control.

Torque control precision ±1% in OLV without PG vector control.

150% of rated torque at 1Hz in OLV without PG vector control.

Wide Voltage Range 

Allowable voltage fluctuation range is ±15%.

Powerful Overload Capacity

150% of rated current in 60s.

180% of rated current in 10s.

200% of rated current in 1s.

Unique Appearance Design

Components of long-life design extend the service life of the product.

Compact structure, ultra-small size design, adapt to different types of 

load challenges.

Independent air duct design improves anti-dust capability. Available for 

penetration installation, higher adaptability.

Removable DC fan design, easy to clean and replace, ensures quiet 

and smooth system operation.

Plug-and-play keypad, LCD/LED display, supports parameter copying 

function.
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AC70E Mini Vector Control Variable Frequency Drive

Voltage Class:

Single phase 220V, 0.75 to 2.2kW

Three phase 380V, 0.75 to 4kW

Economic VFD model designed for small automation equipments,

Better suits for electronic equipments, food packaging machine and 

other  low-power driving occasions.

Advanced Control Arithmetic

Sensorless vector control (SVC), V/F control mode, optimized PWM output.

Clear and various marks; Easy installation, operation and maintenance; Bootstrap power supply and simplified circuit structure.

Customer-defined password, support rapid parameter recovery.

Removable keypad with a potentiometer, plug and play, support parameter copy.

Complete fault protection, support historical fault record query, fast positioning.

Humanized Design

Easy Operation

Mini type design

          Small & compact, easy to install
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Multi-speed, simple PLC, PID and etc.

Wide voltage input range ensures our product meeting diffident customer needs on site.

Rich Function

Compact structure design, independent air duct, various installation modes, greatly-improved power density, meeting various 

installation conditions.

Conformal coating effectively enhances the protective effect of frequency inverter, adaptable to various complex environments.

High Environmental Adaptability
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Compact Structure

Optimized structure design.

Leading technology platform.

Built-in DC reactor.

Perfect braking circuit scheme.

Steady speed and high precision, wide speed 

regulating range.

High speed output under vector control.

Large torque at low speed, low torque ripple.

Various motor drives.

High Reliability 

Whole machine temperature rise test.

Conformal coating via automatic spraying process.

Long life design.

Wide voltage input range in line with international 

standards.

Superior Performance Easy-to-Use Functions

Over excitation function.

Applied on fan, pump for energy-saving purpose.

Virtual oscilloscope communication.

Flexible to use communication interfaces.

Complete protections to whole machine.

Voltage Class:

Single phase, 220V, 0.75 to 15kW

Three phase, 220V, 0.75 to 15kW

Three phase, 380V, 0.75 to 700kW

AC80C High Performance Vector Control Variable Frequency Drive

 AC80C is one of our latest developments of a high-performance vector control frequency inverter. 

1. Adopting the latest generation of high-speed motor control dedicated DSP (TMS320F28062 produced by TI), its computing 

    speed has increased by 50% and the program capacity has doubled. AC80C adopts the international leading vector control    

    algorithm to achieve high-performance and high-precision motor drive control. At the same time of improving product 

    reliability and environmental adaptability, it strengthens the ease of customer use and the industry-specific design with 

    optimized functions, more flexible applications and more stable working performance.

2. It provides richer interface resources with greater expansion capability and strong support to various communication 

    interfaces.
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Tension Control Mode

Closed-loop tension speed control mode.

Closed-loop tension torque control mode.

Open- loop tension torque control mode.

Rolling Diameter Calculation Module

Frequency inverter can automatically calculate the current rolling 

diameter by analog input, thickness integration, line speed detection 

and so on, and can also receive the rolling diameter signal from the 

controller.

Voltage Class:

Single phase, 220V, 0.75 to 15kW

Three phase, 220V, 0.75 to 15kW

Three phase, 380V, 0.75 to 700kW

V

ω R

Motor Encoder
Proximity 
switch

ν=κ×ω×r

Linear velocity method Thickness integration method 
Inertia Moment Compensation Module

System inertia compensation: obtained by system 

self-learning.

Material inertia compensation: directly determined 

by material length and material density.

Sliding friction torque compensation: obtained by 

system self-learning.

Static friction torque compensation.

All the above parameters can be adjusted online.

Due to: Torque (T)=Tension(F) x Radius(D/2)

Therefore: Tension (F)=                          = 
Torque（T）

Radius （D/2）

2×T

D

Dual PID Control Mode

Built-in two sets of PID parameters.

PID parameter automatically changes along with 

the process parameters (rolling diameter, frequency, 

linear velocity).

Tension Taper Module

In order to meet the winding roll's characteristic – tight inside but loose 

outside, it reduces the winding tension according to certain rules when 

the volume diameter increases.

Belt Break Detection 

Achieve the belt protection according to the abnormal 

changes in rolling diameter.

AC90 Tension Control Variable Frequency Drive 

Outside diameter 
Tension

Torque
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Voltage Class:

3 phase, 660V, 18 to 630kW

3 phase, 1140V, 45kw to 630kW

High Reliability Design

 Optimized layout and structure, it further improves its service life and reliability.

The models above 93KW adopt upper-input and bottom-output wiring method to optimize the internal structure of the control 

cabinet.

The models above 160KW have been built-in DC reactor which effectively reduces the input harmonics, improves the input power

 factor and protects your power grid. All models are reserved terminal for DC reactor installation.

Strong Environment Adaptability

Standard products all adopt conformal coating which can provide protection and treatment measures when frequency inverters 

are working under high humidity and excessive dust environment. It meets the long-term stable operation requirements in harsh 

environment.

Duct isolation technology, resistant to moisture and dust. With sealed design, it can easily deal with harsh industrial environments.

Its environmental adaptability is better than imported frequency inverters.

Powerful Communication Function

Powerful communication functions: adopts the international standard Modbus communication agreement to carry on the master-

slave communication. Users can achieve centralized control (set inverter control command and running frequency, modify related 

function code parameters, monitor the frequency inverter working status and fault information) via PC/PLC, host computer and 

master frequency inverter, so as to meet specific application requirements.

AC80 series also supports fieldbus expansion, and supports Profibus protocol via options.

Strong Anti-Interference Design

Wide voltage range. Its low voltage over-modulation technology ensures the loading capability.

The power grid surge (induction lightning), grid noise and static electricity immunity meet harsh industrial-grade standards.

Control power and bus separation technology. Control power, with standard-designed filter circuit, adopts isolation power supply 

via isolation transformer.

AC60 Series Medium Voltage Variable Frequency Drive
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Voltage Class:

6KV level ( 3 phase power supply ) 250 to 6300KW

10KV level ( 3 phase ) 315 to 10000kw

ACH100 Series High Voltage Frequency Inverter 

Product Introduction

ACH100 adopts advanced input phase shifting 

rectifier technology, innovative bridge inverter 

technology and optimized series stacking 

technology, featuring high power factor, low 

harmonics and more characteristics. Its input 

and output currents are nearly sinusoidal 

waveform, therefore, it has been known as 

“perfect harmony” frequency inverter.

ACH100 series high voltage inverter has 

various kinds of advantages such as long time 

trouble-free stable running, accurate control, 

convenient maintenance, high working 

efficiency, easy operation and so forth. It can 

significantly improve the operation conditions 

of electric motors, fans, pumps, so users can 

benefit a lot from variable frequency drive applications such as reducing system operation and maintenance costs, improving 

producing efficiency and etc.

Performance Features 

Control system consists of touch screen + PLC + MPU serial structure, which reduces data circulation and balances the data 

processing pressure of each module. And data transmission all in serial communications, which enhances anti-jamming capability, 

ensuring long-term stable operation.

Main control core part consists of DSP + FPGA combination, basic frequency 100M DSP can realize the implementation of high-

speed data processing and ensure the real-time function of the system; FPGA internal logic clock can up to 150M, and there's no 

delay in basic communication between modules, parallel data process also accelerates the logic operation and system protection.

Simplified control system further reduces the number of external components, reducing failure points and keeping reliable long-term 

operation.

Fiber communications and opto-isolation ensure the isolation of electrical isolation and keep the system from interference, which 

is more secure and reliable.

The inverter system would not produce significant harmonic distortion on supply power grid due to the using of phase-shifting 

transformer rectifier.

The whole machine structure has compact design, reasonable layout and unique filter design, which allows the replacement of filter 

cotton during operation, safe and reliable.

High input power factor greater than 0.96 and power factor compensation device is not needed.

The output current waveform approaches to a sine wave, and the harmonic content is less than 2% and the output efficiency greater 

than 97%.

Complete self-diagnosis and fault protection function can achieve long-term stable operation of the system.

The control system has dual power supply system to ensure the process does not run down.

All parameter setting and fault query interface are simple. 
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Load with Fast Response

Advanced real-time high performance vector control, 

100% instantaneous load with rapid response.

High Precise Control under Closed-Loop High 
Performance Vector Control

     Speed control

Speed control range

Open-loop V / F, high performance vector control 1:100

Closed-loop high performance vector control 1:1000

Steady speed accuracy ±0.05%

Speed fluctuation ±0.02%

     Torque control

Torque accuracy: open loop ± 5.0%, closed loop ± 5.0%

Response time: open loop <20ms, closed loop <10ms

     Position control

Induction Motor and PMSM Can be Freely Combined

High Starting Torque Characteristics

AC200 frequency inverter can provide 150% of rated 

torque (V / F, no PG high performance vector control) at 

0.5Hz, and provide 200% of rated torque (with PG high 

performance vector control) at 0Hz. 

Advanced Motor Automatic Tuning Function

In addition to the motor rotation, static self-identification functions 

of previous models, the rotation self-learning function of hoisting 

motors can automatically identify the direction of the encoder signal 

to simplify the debugging process.

Newly Developed a Completely-Static Self-Identification Method:

Even if the motor cannot disengage the load, it can accurately 

identify all the parameters of the motor, which improves the 

adaptability of vector control. The high performance vector control 

can adapt to different applications.

Support a variety of encoders: Differential encoder, open collector 

encoder, U / V / W encoder, rotary transformer encoder, which 

facilitate the realization of closed-loop high-performance vector 

control.

High Speed Output under High-Performance Vector Control

The maximum frequency is up to 600Hz under vector control mode 

that it is capable of achieving 12 times of precise speed output 

within field-weakening speed regulation range.
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Voltage Class:

Single phase, 220V, 0.75 to 220kW

3 phase, 220V, 0.75 to 220kW

3 phase, 380V, 0.75 to 710kW

AC200 High Performance Vector Control Variable Frequency Drive

Asynchronous 
motor and 
PMSM

Previous models

Previous models: the maximum output frequency is 
320Hz under vector control.

AC200 series

AC200 series: the maximum output frequency is up to 
600Hz under vector control.
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AC100-KK Series – Air Compressor Purpose Integrated Control System

Wiring is easy, convenient, fast and beautiful.

High integration, no need to install transformers, contactors and other accessories.

Peerless high-performance synchronous open-loop vector control.

Save a lot of cost for you.

AC70-K Series Asynchronous Air Compressor Purpose Frequency Inverter
 

More stable starting, small impact to LAN, real no-peak current.

Avoid long-term loading and unloading caused machinery shock, prolong the service life of equipment.

Voltage Class:

3 phase, 380V, 5.5 to 560kW 

3 phase, 660V, 7.5 to 630kW 

3 phase, 1140V, 7.5 to 1000kW

Air Compressor Purpose Frequency Inverter or Integrated System

Permanent Magnetic Air Compressor Inverter AC100-K System Solution Features

Digital Display, easy to operate and debug.

There is less mechanical wear, less motor noise and longer service life.

It supports monitoring dynamic data such as the motor running current, voltage, output power and etc. in real time.

AC100-K series synchronous drive features RS485 communication, quick response and constant air supply pressure.

Double frequency conversion scheme is of improved energy-saving effect, lower noise and constant oil temperature.

Motor temperature detection function prevents permanent magnetic motor overheating and demagnetizing.

It has VFD module warning, alarm and other functions.

Mainly for the textile industry which is dusty on site, the feature prevents overheating and damage to the VFD module.

Electricity meter function has accuracy about 5%, convenient for customers to calculate the energy saving rate.

Parameter correction function allows correcting power, current and other parameters freely to make display more accurate.

Intuitive and simple debugging interface makes on-site debugging easier.

Super protection functions.

Remote monitoring: Support remote monitoring to usage, parameter-reading, modification, system locking as well as powering 

status anywhere.



Voltage Class:

Single phase, 220V, 1.5 to 2.2kW

3 phase, 380V, 1.5 to 560kW

Forging Industry Purpose Variable Frequency Drive

Compact structure, further reduced volume size through optimizing 

the structural design.

High reliability, whole machine temperature rise test, long life design, 

wide voltage input, automatic conformal coating spraying process.

Unique voltage suppression function can quickly suppress the DC 

bus voltage.

Unique current suppression function, newly added the wave current 

limiting function within hardware, can quickly curb the current in 

operation.

Steady speed and high precision, wide speed range.

High-grade seismic design, easy to deal with punch body vibration.

Super strong overload capacity, 150% of rated current in 120s, 180% 

of rated current in 10s, 200% of rated current in 1s.

Fast and stable speed tracking and restart function, ensuring faster 

and stable operation of the equipment.

Random carrier function, easy to deal with motor noise.

Strong anti-interference ability.

It is an electric screw press special purpose control 

system integrated with driver, brake resistor, low-voltage 

electrical device and logic control units.

Flexible wiring, adopting heavy-duty connector terminal 

combination mode, plug and play.

Dedicated GPS/GPRS communication interface for 

satellite positioning and remote monitoring.

Remote lock and unlock function, facilitating the 

management of installment customers (special GPS 

module required).

Motor has been equipped with encoder, featuring precise 

control.

Drive synchronous motor and asynchronous motor.

The slider's final velocity and strike force can be precisely 

controlled.

High production efficiency.

AC80C-Y Series Punch Press Purpose Frequency Inverter 
Features

AC100-YK AC Servo Screw Press Integrated Control 
System Features
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Voltage Class:

Single phase, 220V, 0.75 to 2.2kW

3 phase, 380V, 0.75 to 700kW

CNC Machine Tool Purpose Variable Frequency Drive

AC80C-C Machine Tool Purpose Frequency Inverter Features

Special macro parameter of machine spindle, simplified parameter setting.

Low-frequency high torque output, fast torque dynamic response.

Carrier smoothing function, effectively reduced motor noise.

High-grade seismic design, suitable for machine tool body vibration.

Adopting independent air duct, thick conformal coating, easy to deal with various kinds of harsh environments with oil or dust.

AC100-C Spindle Servo Product Features

Speed regulating range 1:5000, excellent low-frequency torque.

Support position control with accuracy range ±1puls.

Can achieve spindle indexing, rigid tapping, thread cutting and other machine tool specific functions.

Optimum control performance, stable speed accuracy ±rpm.
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AC70G Engineering Variable Frequency Drive

Voltage Class:

3 phase, 380V, 160 to 450kW

Modular Design, Safe and Reliable

Modular design, low temperature rise, low noise, small size, top wire inlet and bottom wire outlet which is easy for assembly 

cabinet.

The input voltage of the power network is -15% ~ 15%, the frequency drive can run safely that users don't need other processing.

Standard manufacturing platform with anti-static, anti-corrosion, anti-dust and conformal coating, specialized flow production line.

DC Bus Design

Its components such as auxiliary power supply, cooling fan and soft power contactors are of DC devices so that it supports direct 

DC power supply.

Especially for shared DC bus solution and EPS power supply.

Rich Functions

Super protection.

Security self-test function.

Powerful master-slave control function.

Rich frequency given mode.

Standard RS485 communication, supporting MODBUS-RTU and PROFIBUS communication protocol, is convenient to facilitate 

the realization of PC and PLC connection for remote monitoring.
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Large starting torque, 180% of the rated torque output at low speed. It meets the large load requirements of ball mill, ensuring that 

the equipment can run smoothly under variable frequency state.

Humanized main-auxiliary machine design, easy in installation and debugging. The low voltage components inside the cabinet 

are of international brands. You can monitor all electrical parameters of ball mill variable frequency integrated control system in 

real time.

It has built-in automatic energy-saving software to track load changes in real time, automatically calculating the optimal voltage 

to the load in order to the achieve the best energy-saving effect.

With automatic voltage regulating function, the inverter maintains the highest motor efficiency regardless of the load cases. It 

effectively eliminates the impact during starting, and extends the service life of machine shaft, gears, belts and other mechanical 

parts as well as reduces maintenance cost.

Veichi ball mill control system has powerful protection functions, covering over-voltage, over-current, overload, stall protection, 

auxiliary overload, short circuit protection and 20 kinds of related protections.

Built-in high efficiency reactor, improving the power factor of input side.

Soft-start function, small peak current, no impact to power grid, completely avoiding the electrical shock, reduced mechanical 

vibration, prolonged equipment service life.

Parameter copy function, easy to operate and use.

Its independent air duct design fully meets the cooling effect, ensuring the high stability of ball mill frequency conversion system's 

internal device.

Voltage Class:

3 phase 380V, 55 to 450kW

AC70Q Ball Mill Variable Frequency Integrated Control System
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Overall appearance view 

Top view

Internal structure view

Adopt aviation 

plug, good 

sealing, 

waterproof and 

dustproof, easy 

to operate

 

PCB board adopts the USA TI chip, 

coated with thick conformal coating.

Waterproof, dustproof, anti-

hydrochloric acid, anti-oil, reliable 

yet fast working.

15 segments of simple PLC, 16 segment speed control and PID control.

Support a variety of frequency given modes: digital settings, analog settings, PID settings, communication settings and etc.

Support DC braking of starting and stopping.

Input and output terminals are free to program, users can combine various kinds of work patterns according to need.

Jump frequency control function avoids mechanical resonance, more stable and reliable system.

Instantaneous power-off non-stop function.

Over-torque detection function.

Speed tracking start function: can achieve the smooth starting without impact.

Automatic voltage regulating function has effectively solved the oscillation of high-power motor at low frequency.

Provide various types of fault protection features: overcurrent, overvoltage, undervoltage, over temperature, phase loss, overload 

and so on.

Inverters of 0.75 to 15KW have built in braking unit.

Voltage Class:

3 phase 380V, 0.75 to 2.2 kW

3 phase 380V, 7.5kw to 15kW

AC70/AC80 Sealed Variable Frequency Drive with IP54

It adopts imported fan which has passed strict waterproof 

test. Long-term stable running in wet, hydrochloric acid, 

oil mist and other harsh environments.
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Voltage Class:

220V ( single phase ) 0.2 to 0.4kw

220V ( 1/3 phase ) 0.75 to 3.0kw

380V ( 3 phase) 3.0 to 7.5kw

SD600A –SMM Series AC Servo Drive System 

Products Features 

Control mode: 

Pulse input mode: 

Analog command control:

Communication: 

Gain switching function: 

Origin-return function: 

Debugging software:

Built-in digital I/O diagnostics:

       

Built-in simple motion controller:

       

Reliable: 

       

speed mode, position mode, torque mode, speed / position control mode, speed / torque control mode, position / 

torque control mode, jog mode.

pulse + direction control mode, AB phase orthogonal pulse control mode, CW / CCW pulse control mode.

 two analog input channels, can be used as speed command and torque command. The zero drift that 

exists on the analog input can be compensated by parameters.

built-in 485 communication (standard) and CAN communication (optional) function.

to meet the needs of different conditions, faster, more accurate positioning.

multiple origin return control modes, multiple origin detection means, two segments of origin return speed 

and acceleration/deceleration time. 

 parameter management, real-time monitoring system status and virtual digital oscilloscope.

Easy to debug: check whether the input/output terminals are valid via the function code, and set the active logic level of the 

input/output terminals.

       Flexible function: check the function of input/output terminal via the function code. It can automatically identify whether the 

terminal function allocation is repeated or not.

 

Built-in multi-segment position control - built-in 16-segments position control parameters, including segment position, speed, 

S-type acceleration and deceleration time, wait time, with position interruption memory function, internal position command 

multi-segment execution selection function as well as step-change control function cooperated with digital input terminal signals.

      Internal multi-segment speed function - built-in 16-segment speed control parameters, including internal multi-segment speed 

selection, S-type acceleration/deceleration time, run time, besides, it can achieve 32-segment speed control cooperated with 

digital input terminal signal control.

The capacity of Veichi servo drive's industrial-grade intelligent power module is larger than the capacity of similar same power 

level servo products, featuring more powerful overload capacity and resistance ability to load disturbance, which ensures the 

machine with 3 times of overload capacity.
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Voltage Class:

3 phase 380V, 11 to 75kW 

SF81 Injection Molding Machine Asynchronous Servo Drive

Oil Cylinder Position detect 

Change valve

Oil change plate 

Proportional 
pressure PR

Proportional flow PF 

Overflow 
valve

PUMP

Oil tank

CNC control 
system

Signal converter

Control desk

IMM cabinet

IMM VF 
servo 
drive

MOTOR

KM1 QF

KM2

Energy Saving Technology Principle

Super power-saving performance 

Energy 
saving 
indicator 

Grid power 
indicator

Change 
over switch

Control 
keypad

Rich frequency given ways

In ideal working condition, its energy-saving rate is up to 20% 

to 60% compared with traditional hydraulic power control 

system.

High stability

Precise control in oil pump closed-loop pressure and flow, its 

repeatability precision has been greatly improved comparing to 

traditional hydraulic control system. 

Fast dynamic response performance

Sensitive servo control, fast start and stop time of only 0.1S or 
so.

Strong load capacity
With 3 times of overload capacity, it can fully meet the stable 
running requirements of injection molding machine under 
frequent frequency fluctuation state.

Can combine 4 kinds of frequency given modes via pressure 

signal and flow signal, fully meeting all working condition 

requirements of injection molding machine.

Low operating noise

High-carrier operation of low noise, low-speed 

operation more quiet, less than 70 decibels in ideal 

condition.

Multi-channel frequency signal input, rich electrical 

signals

Reliable pressure-holding function

Continuous operation with low oil temperature rise
Servo-driven motor proportionally outputs hydraulic 
oil, avoiding excess heat generation, low temperature 
rise. Meanwhile, hydraulic oil even requires no cooling 
that it saves a lot of water.

You can access the proportional pressure signal and 

proportional flow signal, the signal source can be 

0 ~ 1A / 0 ~ 5A; 0 ~ 10V / 0 ~ 5V; 4 ~ 20MA / 0 ~ 20MA.

Pressure closed-loop control, holding time can be 

longer and more stable.

Built-in electric supply/energy-saving operation of 

dual-loop design ensures continuous operation of the 

system and does not affect production.
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Energy Saving, High Precision, High Efficiency, 

Low Noise, Long Working

Electro Hydraulic Servo System

High-performance dedicated servo control: vector control + 
flux-weakening control + PID control.

Starting torque: 180% of the rated torque under 0Hz, steady 
speed control accuracy ±0.02%, torque control accuracy ±2%.

Strong overload capacity: 150% of rated current for 60s, 180% 
of rated current for 5s.

Adopt 32-bit high-speed DSP, high working performance.

Pressure and flow dual closed-loop control, achieving 
accurate and fast control in pressure and flow according to 
the system requirements.

Response time: 20ms, pressure fluctuation range ± 0.3bar.

Support 0-10 V DC / 4-20 m A analog signal direct access.

Support 0-1000m A analog signal access (with our special 
current to voltage conversion board).

Built-in CAN communication, 485 communication functions, 
can easily achieve multi-pump confluence.

Phase losing, short circuit, overheating detection and many 
other protections.

Energy Saving

The electro hydraulic servo system adopts pressure and flow 
double closed-loop control. The hydraulic system supplies fuel 
according to the actual flow and pressure. It can reduce the 
energy consumption by 30% -80%, solved the high energy 
consumption problem of ordinary quantitative pump system.

Performance Characteristic

Pressure feedback

Power outputPower output

Injection molding 
machine unit

IMM control
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Power transmitt

CouplerOil pump

System oil supply

Pressure sensor Ecoder
Speed feedback

Oil tank supply

Voltage Class:

3 phase 380V, 7.5 to 160kW

SD6X0 Series Electro – Hydraulic Servo System

High Precision
Pressure closed-loop control mode enhances the pressure 
stability, pressure fluctuations of less than ± 0.3bar and high 
precision repeat.

Efficient

Electro-hydraulic servo system response time is as fast as 20ms, 
which enhances the instantaneous power and improves 
production efficiency.

Noise Reduction

The noise of the hydraulic system is within 65dB, improving the 
operating environment of the machine.

Long Working

Hydraulic oil temperature rise is within 3℃ to 10℃ that it requires 

no cooling water when room temperature is or below 35℃. It 
greatly reduces cooling water and decreases the replacement 
frequency of hydraulic oil, also extends the service life of 
vulnerable hydraulic parts (such as oil seals, solenoid valve).
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Voltage Class:

3 phase, 380V, 3.7 to 160kW

Construction Machinery Purpose VFD and Integrated Control System

AC80S Construction 
Elevator Purpose VFD

Zero-speed torque holding function: Direct switching from forward running to reverse running is allowed. 

When running through zero speed, it works perfectly without mechanical braking.

Specialized logical braking sequential control function: Braking activated at the moment when both frequency 

and current are arriving, to ensure safe and reliable operation of the elevator. No “overshoot” during upward 

state and no “weightlessness” during downward state.

Comfortable when start and stop: Special S-curve acceleration and deceleration design greatly improves the 

comfort during starting and stopping. Braking at “zero speed” state, accurate and stable leveling with small 

impact, gear wear reduced, and durability of disc brake greatly improved.

Zero dead zone compensation function: Running without vibration and down-slip phenomenon when perform 

frequent jog operation.

Built-in brake unit: It has braking resistor short-circuit protection function.

AC80T Tower Crane Luffing 
Purpose VFD

Built-in anti-swing function: Anti-swing control is realized by adjusting the frequency inverter 

speed and dynamic acceleration/deceleration time to limit swing. When object reaches the set 

speed or stops, its swing is small or basically motionless.

speed

time

The anti swing function is disabled

Built-in torque limiter: lifting capacity will change along with the variation of luffing angle.

AC80T Tower Crane 
Slewing Purpose VFD

 Strong jogging running, steady crane boom without shaking, high-speed parking angle maintained 

about 30 degrees, accurate positioning. Practical test shows that its performance is superior to the 

traditional hydraulic coupler and HRCV torque controller.

Positioning function can be activate to avoid coasters phenomenon when stopping or fault happens.

Built-in anti-swing function, easy hook, improved working efficiency

Motor and speed reducer connected directly, it requires no hydraulic coupler and eddy current brake. 

VFD and brake module combined into one, no external braking unit required.

Stall protection function.

Hook with anti-slip protection.

Automatic speed up function at light load (flux weakening speed up)

Brake periodical detection function.

Pre-reserved GPS / GPRS communication ports.

Special logical braking control function.
AC80T Tower Crane 
Lifting Purpose VFD

speed

time

The anti swing function is enabled
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Voltage Class:

3 phase, 380V, 37 to 75kW

Construction Elevator Purpose VFD and Integrated Control System

S200B construction elevator VF integrated control system

S200B-F energy feedback VF integrated control system

 

 

Flexible Installation

 

 Built-in Weight Limiter

 

Intelligent Status Display Panel

Double Logic Brake Design

 

Zero Speed Torque Holding Function

 

Comfortable Start and Stop

 

Delicate and Beautiful Appearance

Specially designed for construction elevator, compact design, 

small size, easy to transport, saving wiring costs.

In-cage or embedded installation are optional, saving the space 

of the elevator cage.

It is a lifting protection device. The control system displays 

 weight in KG or %, simple to use, high precision, reliable and 

 durable.

 

 Input and output a variety of limits and emergency stop switch 

signals by clear LEG status indication and print marks, which 

bring great convenience to troubleshooting and maintenance.

 

Brake circuit and brake logic adopt dual logic brake signals to 

control the safe circuit of contactor. It can still guarantee the 

safety of elevator when the contactor cannot be separated 

because of conglutination or mechanical reasons, which is in 

line with the relevant safety standards.

Direct switching from forward running to reverse running is 

allowed. When running through zero speed, it works perfectly 

without mechanical braking.

Special S-curve acceleration and deceleration design greatly 

improves the comfort during starting and stopping. Braking at 

“zero speed” state, accurate and stable leveling with small impact, 

gear wear reduced, and durability of disc brake greatly improved.

 

Zero Dead Zone Compensation Function

Running without vibration and down-slip phenomenon 
when perform frequent jog operation.

Built-in GPS / GPRS Communication Port

What are used for satellite positioning and remote 

monitoring (construction machinery information 

management platform). Remote locking and unlocking 

functions, easy for customer management (with special 

GPS module).

Flexible Wiring

Flexible control circuit wiring, terminal wiring and aviation 

socket wiring method are optional. 

Built-in Discharge Circuit

Fast and effective brake effectively prevents the “drag 

brake” and the brake armature magnetization.

Waterproof Design

Passed rain test, IP54 waterproof degree.

Built-in Pre-charge Protection Circuit

Specially designed according to construction elevator's 

operation characteristics – frequent power failure, the 

product has built-in pre-charge protection circuit. Run 

immediately without delay as it has fast response. 

The external braking unit of traditional variable frequency 

elevators has no short-circuit protection, but our constructi

on elevator variable frequency integrated control system's

 inbuilt braking unit has resistance short-circuit protection 

function.
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VE100 series micro programmable controller can control a variety of industrial 

equipments, mainly for small automation control systems. It has compact structure, 

powerful instructions, outstanding performance and preferential price.

VE 100 Series PLC

1. Machine digital value 14DI / 10DO

2. CPU module with appropriate computing and data processing capabilities, you can 

    add three IO expansion modules with long power-off data holding ability.

3. Unique AES iterative encryption algorithm can well protect the intellectual property 

    of users.

4. Maximally support two communication interfaces, both supporting PPI protocol.

VE Series PLC

VE 200 Series PLC

PLC CPU224 / 226

High anti-interference ability, strong data 

processing ability.

--- First choice high-performance overall 

automation control solution.

CPU224 Features

High-speed computing and data processing capabilities.

Larger user storage space

—Program storage space 20k

—User data storage space 10k

Simple and flexible PID sub-functions without points limit, users can easily 

achieve PID control with more lines.

Adopting FLASH technology, it has ultra-long power-off data holding time 

(10 years) without battery support.

Unique AES iterative encryption algorithm can well protect the intellectual 

property of users.

Communication interfaces: two RS-485 interfaces, both supporting PPI 

protocol.

High-speed computing and data processing capabilities

Larger user storage space

—Program storage space 24k

—User data storage space 10k

Simple and flexible PID sub-functions without points limit, users can easily 

achieve PID control with more lines.

Adopting FLASH technology, it has ultra-long power-off data holding time 

(10 years) without battery support.

Unique AES iterative encryption algorithm can well protect the intellectual 

property of users.

Communication interfaces: Two RS-485 interfaces, both supporting PPI 

protocol.

CPU226 Features

VE 300 Medium-size PLC Module

VE300PLC module is compatible with Siemens 300CPU. 

It has digital input and output modules, analog input and 

output module, bus interface module, communication 

module and power module which feature strong 

anti-interference ability and stable performance.

Note: All above PLC are compatible with Siemens PLC.
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VI Series HMI

High-resolution, high-speed transmission response and high stability.

Delicate, clear and responsive image display.

Support a variety of main communication modes on the market.

The development software is easy to understand with user-friendly interface which makes it easy for engineers to operate.

Size: 4.3 inch, 7.0 inch, 10.2 inch.

Screen resolution up to 480 * 800.

High-performance 32-bit RISCCPU features high response speed, surpassing all the small touch screens on the market.

Using TFT LCD display with the latest LED backlight technology, not only does it maintain high brightness 450cd / m2, but 

also significantly improves the service life.

Technical Characteristics of VI10 series HMI

10.2 inch

4.3 inch
7.0 inch
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SI20 Solar Pump Inverter/Controller

Overview about Solar Water Pump Inverter

SI series is an environmental-friendly and energy-efficient inverter on the international solar water pump inverter market.  SI20 series 

products can drive both synchronous and asynchronous three-phase AC induction motor pumps. With advanced MPPT and CVT 

technology, the solar pumping system can track the maximum power of solar panels in real time.

Solar Pumping System

Solar Pump

Solar Array

Tank
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Applications of VEICHI SI20 Solar Water Pump Inverter

Ground water lowering.

Agricultural irrigation system.

Rural water supply for ranches, cabins and cottages.

Tank / cistern filling.

Fountains.

Industrial applications and etc.

50.00

50.00

SI20 Series Solar Water Pump Controller

Can drive AC asynchronous water pump and permanent magnetic 

synchronous water pump.

Compared with other brands, its output frequency can be 15% higher.

PC remote online monitoring system and offline data recorder.

Adopt Infineon module and TI chip.

SI20-D0-1R5G Special Model Solar Pump Controller

In the ultra-low voltage 30VDC input case, it can perfectly drive 300W pumps.

“One panel, one pump” will no longer be a dream.

Compatible with three-phase AC AM and PMSM pumps.

Built-in sine wave output filter and boost circuit.

Input power 30 – 300VDC or 1*90-240VAC; Output: 3*90-230VAC.

The maximum output power is 1.5KW, and the maximum output current is 10A.

SI20 Solar Pump Inverter/Controller
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Remote Transmission Module

Remote control module is an established bridge between cloud server and the application site based on mobile cellular technology 

and on-site RS485 bus network. With it, you can give instructions, transmit data and achieve remote control to the on-site monitored 

equipments, so it is you wireless “eyes” of the remote site.

Product Description

It applies Quectel industrial grade GPRS module and 

reliable TCP/IP communication protocol, and the 

communication protocol error correction and encryption 

functions and etc. ensure safe and reliable data 

transmission.

GPS and base station dual positioning mode with high 

positioning accuracy; Even if there is obstruction, it 

ensures precise positioning without disturbing.

Remote fault diagnosis: remote monitoring of various 

limits, host command and emergency stop status, 

setting inverter parameters, uploading data to service 

platform. Providing equipment value-added services to 

facilitate after-sales maintenance and reduce operating 

costs.

Preventing man-made malicious disassemble and 

destruction to guarantee customers' rights; Supporting 

real-time SMS alerts function of locking, unlocking 

and equipment failure.

Supporting remote management via mobile phones, 

fault and expiration reminder functions. When 

equipment failure occurs or lease is approaching, the 

server will automatically send a warm tip to users.

It adopts GPRS real-time data communication to 

achieve real-time data exchange between logic 

control and equipment. You can obtain relevant 

information from relevant equipment through PC and 

mobile phone APP so as to grasp the operation status 

of equipment in the first time. 

Built-in 1000mAh lithium battery, when the equipment is 

power off, it still guarantees accurate positioning.

GPRS module

Powerful management platform and superior 

management interface allow you to easily achieve 

remote control, remote communications and remote 

metering to equipments.

Technical Characteristics
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Options and Accessories

PG01-ABZ-05-C2

Feedback expansion card required when AC80C is performing close loop 

vector control or close loop V/F control. When PG feedback sensor is 

optical-electricity encoder, please select this card for PG feedback.

DC12 / 5V encoder power supply, A, B, Z phase 3-way differential input, 

compatible with 3-way open collector input and 3-way push-pull input signal. 

Meanwhile, supporting any frequency output, the output signal is 3-way 

differential push-pull collector open-circuit output.

EX-PG02EN-A1.0

It is configured on AC80C machine to supplement the function of the first PG 

card. When PG feedback sensor is optical encoder, please select this card as 

PG feedback. DC12 / 5V encoder power supply, A, B, Z phase 3-way differential 

input, compatible with 3-way open collector input and 3-way push-pull input 

signal. X8, X9, and X10 are 3 extended X terminals, providing 24V power supply.

Rotary Transformer 
PG card

Rotary transformer signal output is two-phase orthogonal analog signals, its 

amplitude has sine and cosine changes along with rotation angle, and the 

frequency is consistent with excitation frequency.

When PG feedback is transformer, please select this card for PG feedback. 

External encoder provides excitation source output with two groups of cosine 

and sin sinusoidal signals input.

Liquid Crystal 
Keyboard

It is the liquid crystal keyboard of AC70C, AC80C and AC200 series supporting 

Chinese and English display, and the keyboard has the parameter copying 

function, you can upload and download parameters via the keyboard.

Keyboard Extension 
Cord

2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 meters keyboard extension cords, connecting keyboard with

 frequency inverter when frequency inverter's keyboard is outer lead.

CAN01 card Supporting CANOPEN protocol and CAN own protocol.

CAN-RS485 card Supporting CANOPEN protocol to transfer Modbus protocol.

EXIO-05-V1.1 card
Frequency inverter R, S and T input phase sequence detection (steel-case 

machine and air compressor integrated control system).

EXIO-05-V2.0 card
Frequency inverter R, S and T input phase sequence detection (plastic-case 

machine, not including 2.2 KW).

Model Function Outline Drawing
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